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WHAT IS DIAMOND WATER ?  

     It is spring water which has had its vibrational rate ac celerated; this 
allows it to access higher Life and Intelligence, making it av ailable to 
respond to the user's intentions.  

     The technology used to transform this spring water uses the  
science of numbers as well as music, which is living geometr y based 
on sound. The end result is an encoding device which permits the 
recording of multi-dimensional codes; these transform the sprin g 
water into a receiving medium which then captures higher energies.   

     When you verbalise intentions to bring you relief, well-being o r the 
resolution of your challenges, you can now record these intentions  
within the medium of Diamond Water. When swallowed, the Diamond 
Water associates your spoken intention directly with the 
corresponding memory of opposite polarity held in your 
subconscious (the body cells). The activity of the Diamond Water the n 
elevates both the opposite poles concerned until they vibrate at  a 
much higher frequency. This induces a neutralising energy which 
transforms and resolves these conflicting opposites.  

     Diamond Water, which is represented by the number 999, brin gs 
human beings to a point where they can integrate the Third Level of 
Consciousness, known as "the Consciousness of the Tree of Lif e". 
This allows them to progressively release the Second Level of  
Consciousness, known as "the Consciousness of the Tree of Goo d 
and Evil". Here we are concerned with the Tree of Life with i ts twelve 



kinds of fruit, referred to in Revelations 22: 1-2. The twel ve kinds of 
fruit are in fact the twelve chakras of man, finally re -activated by the 
integration of that Consciousness where opposing poles no longer 
confront each other, but rather complement each other producing a 
Third State at Point Zero. Man thus becomes that Place where  the 
uninterrupted flow of light energy pours through a physical body 
which becomes an ever greater "supra-conductor".  

     This Diamond Water is feminine by nature and designed to recei ve 
impressions. It cannot be defined using masculine terms such as 
strength or efficiency but rather in terms of "loving and wise 
responses".  

     The strength of this water resides in its response to the  "sacred 
verbalisation of our intentions " (see ALCHEMY OF THE HUMAN 
SPIRIT by Kryon, French edition by Ariane, Quebec, p.266). Diam ond 
Water is virgin - nothing is recorded in it. Only when you vocali se your 
intentions through the heart - which purifies them - will you impr ess 
them upon this strongly responsive medium. The results will depend 
directly on what you imprint upon the Diamond Water medium and the 
degree of emotional charge behind it . 

     Diamond Water's level of consciousness operates beyond the 
fourth dimension. In effect, positive - negative polarity does not e xist 
at this level. If anyone attempts to measure this level of 
consciousness and its activity on a dowser's scale (or any othe r 
calibrated scale), the only thing measured will be positive or ne gative 
output resulting from the dualistic memories of the user, as re -
transmitted by the Diamond Water.  

     The best way of appreciating Diamond Water is to use it on 
yourself and verify your own results.  

 

 

     You can reproduce and distribute Diamond Water at will; 
please feel free to do the same with this text. To reproduce 
Diamond Water, pour 100 ml (millilitres) of it into an empt y 1-
litre bottle.  
Add still spring or mineral water until the bottle is full.  

     You will always need a minimum 10% of Diamond Water in a new 
mixture to ensure that the transformation takes place. For one l itre, 
allow minimum 1h1/2 hours for the transformation. For bigger 



quantities it is best to mix before retiring: the new Diamond Water will 
be ready for you in the morning. With a litre you can then make 10  
litres and so on. Don't forget to retain 10% of what you mix so you can 
make the next batch.  This water is one of many new products 
announced by Kryon (DON'T THINK LIKE A HUMAN, Book 2 pp 143-
144, French edition from Ariane, Quebec).  

     Diamond Water made from spring water will serve not only for your 
personal growth intentions, but also as excellent drinking wate r. You 
can always add a simple intention such as "I intend digesting t his 
meal with ease." You can, however, also add Diamond Water to t ap 
water (faucet water) and use it for cooking. In this instanc e, the 
intention could be "I intend this food to yield its natural flavours a nd 
nutritive value fully to all who eat it" - results can be st riking! Feel free 
to use it in humidifiers, sending forth the intention that it rais e the 
vibrational level of the room=s atmosphere; the same can be done  
with a bowl of water in any room. If you have no particular inte ntion, 
Diamond Water will in any case have a beneficial effect on your 
physical health and psyche.  

 

SIMPLE HINTS :  

State your intentions out loud with firm conviction.  

When fighting an uphill battle, it helps to repeat this process  at 
least 4 times a day.  

When applying Diamond Water externally to irritations or painful  
areas, for best results mix with a natural ointment after verbalising an 
intent  and then apply.  

You can use Diamond Water with the intent of improving 
relationships & your work life.  

Intentions for improved health, blossoming happiness, love and 
satisfaction are key necessities for the body; as it is t he soul's 
instrument, the body needs and merits such attention.  

You can issue the intent to cleanse and protect your subtle bodies 
from the psychic and emotional pollution which they are exposed to 
daily.  



If you so desire, the harmful effects of alcohol and chemical 
ingredients will be very effectively neutralised.  

Don't forget your domestic plants and animals.  

When you can, please pour some Diamond Water into springs, 
lakes, rivers, swimming pools, dolphinariums etc. The ocean benef its, 
even from small quantities, over time. Wherever whales and dolphins 
swim is important: they themselves have requested this help.  

     Feel free to innovate and live these experiences to t he full - you will 
be the first to benefit.  

     DIAMOND WATER IS PART OF A WAKE-UP PLAN FOR YOUR 
CONSCIOUSNESS. I HAVE BEEN ASKED TO MAKE IT AVAILABLE 

FREELY AS A LOVE OFFERING: IT WILL ITSELF COMPENSATE YOUR 
OWN EFFORTS TO UNDERSTAND YOURSELF AND THE MIRRORS 

LIFE HOLDS UP TO YOU.  

 

How It All Started  :  

     Joel Ducatillon is fifty, self-taught and comes from France. As  a 
teenager he discovered a spontaneous ability to help others with 
physical ailments. After accumulating experience in several different 
fields he became a Naturopath, eventually using a variety of e nergies 
to help people find their chosen inner path. Seven years ago he gave  
up his extensive Practice and embarked on an inner search using 
contemplative listening, followed by detailed execution of all  that he 
received in the Silence. He takes up the story:-  

     Seven years ago my guides in the unseen advised me to cease all 
previous activities, to withdraw into the Still Mind and there discover 
something hitherto unknown. After a series of contemplative 
meditations it came to me in a dream that I had to manufacture  a new 
type of apparatus. It would be an encoder, something which would 
enable people to accelerate the overcoming of their inner blockages.  

     For the next two years I worked on my own blockages; eac h time I 
worked one out, I would receive a new part of the puzzle in m editation. 
I was asked to familiarise myself with the basics of qua ntum physics, 
previously unknown to me. When all the details were in place two 
years later I conceived the nature of this tool: it was t o be a sealed 



glass cylinder. The 1996 prototype was perfected end 1997. Using a 
simple particle accelerator or cyclotron mechanism, I focuse d a series 
of energies, including sound, within it; this created a core of K rypton, 
a heavy gas, within the cylinder. Krypton memorises all that is  
transmitted through it. This then was the basis to be used for 
encoding some 850 different mathematical, geometrical and music al 
formulae within the sealed unit. This second stage, where each c ode 
had to be discovered and then implanted, took the better part of three 
years (much of this work is done through sound transmission, using a 
synthesiser). These codes resemble the coded information found 
within human DNA strands. The tool is thus called DNA 8.5.0.  

 

     The basic apparatus measures 5 cm x 3 cm and when place d in a 
glass of water will, after 1h1/2 hours, produce an altered  structure and 
vibrational rate within that body of water. I have called the wa ter 
concerned "Diamond Water."  

     Diamond water has the ability to reproduce its structure and 
vibrational rate indefinitely, provided the simple guidelines. My  guides 
have explained that, in the Diamond state, water becomes both fully  
intelligent and fully loving. In this state, it acts as a tra nslation 
medium for the user who is consciously pursuing his own path to the 
Light. It cannot be misused. Its use is simple. The user holds a glass 
of Diamond Water in his hands. He then clearly states his inte ntion - 
out loud - to understand or resolve a given challenge and speaks 
unequivocally from the heart. Clairvoyants have then observed t hat 
the user's Solar Chakra emits a series of frequencies whic h are 
received by the Diamond Water, causing them to appear as serie s of 
tiny, coloured bubbles of Light within the water. They represent t he 
user's intentions in terms of pure energy.  

 

     As I understand it, the intentions are transmitted into t he medium 
of the Diamond Water and then encoded. The user then drinks the 
Diamond Water.  It is my belief that the water carries these intentions 
into the intronic zone of the user's DNA strands.  



     Following extensive use of this simple method both by myself and 
many others, experience leads us to confirm an accelerated re solution 
of problems which were caused by blockages contained within the  
user=s cellular memories. When these individual challenges are 
addressed consciously to the Diamond Water, with the intention of 
resolving them, the mechanism of resolution is set in motion on a 
level which cannot be interfered with. When we consciously ask t he 
Diamond Water to accelerate the erasing of the subconscious 
memories which trigger a given problem, these hidden trip-
mechanisms, which block relationships and all kinds of situations , are 
effectively defused.  

     This method allows an increasingly rapid reduction in the level of 
burdensome cellular memories. It thus allows a shift in the bal ance of 
the struggle between the Soul and the human ego, progressively 
allowing the Soul to regain its rightful dominion over the ego.  

     My personal feeling is that Diamond Water is now contributing to 
the supply of energy which is increasingly feeding the Human 
Consciousness Grid. As it can reproduce itself indefinitely,  I believe 
that its effect will rapidly become exponential.  

     I have also produced a slightly larger glass cylinder. Once Dia mond 
Water (which is specifically for human consumption) has been 
produced by the smaller cylinder over a twelve-hour period, this c an 
be removed and replaced with the larger cylinder, also for a 12-ho ur 
period of its own. The larger cylinder then adds a second series of 
codes to the water which becomes specific for consumption by 
vegetal entities. I have simply called this Diamond Vegetabl e Water. It 
reproduces itself in exactly the same way as Diamond Water.  It can be 
used upon anything from household plants to trees and its cumulative 
effect will, I believe, benefit the Collective Vegetal C onsciousness Grid 
of the Planet.  

     My guides led me to understand, quite early on, that this research 
was being accomplished within the conscious energy field of the 
Apostle John. Much later I became aware of the link between my  
research and certain statements in the Apocalypse; notably 
Revelations, chapter 22 verses 1-3.  

 

 
DNA 8.5.0.  



Notes  :  

1. The apparatus contains a repetitive sequence of 2 notes i n the 
following proportion: 24 / 25. This is the underlying harmonic of our 
Cosmic Universe.  

2. It also contains the 144 codes of the Hebrew language.  

3. When in action, the tube was observed by a clairvoyant to conta in a 
cylinder of golden light, surrounded by a twirling spiral of golden 
light. A Torus?  

4. When researching your inner blockages, it may help if you request  
the active assistance of that great soul known as MOTHER: She 
worked for many years with SRI AUROBINDO and her energy has 
inspired and overlighted this work.  

 

IN THE REPRESENTATION BELOW  :  

5. STEEL represents a combination of two of Life's building blocks: 
iron and carbon. They are represented in the steel ring placed aro und 
each cylinder as it is programmed. This ring is used as an oscila ting 
circuit; it thus acts as particle accelerator, inducing the precipitation 
of Krypton gas within the glass tube. This process is accompanied by 
a specific mantra.  

6. STAELHE has no known meaning. Its enunciation is, however, 
associated with the channelling of certain incoming stellar energi es. 

7. STORM represents the "cyclonic" spiral of golden light observed in 
action within the glass cylinder once it has been programmed.  

      

  

Joël Ducatillon   
joel.ducatillon@tele2.fr   

http://net.addr.com/eaudiamant/diamondwater.htm 


